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The only complete, practical guide to HP Network Node Manager! 

HP’s OpenView Network Node Manager (NNM) is the industry’s most powerful platform for enterprise-wide IP network management based on SNMP standards. Now, one of HP’s leading NNM consultants has written the definitive, best-practices guide to implementing and managing OpenView NNM. 

OpenView Network Node Manager covers planning, architecture, deployment, configuration, administration, staffing, performance, firewalls, troubleshooting, and more. It also includes eight diverse case studies, straight from the author’s extensive NNM experience in virtually every network environment: global manufacturers, computer firms, consultancies, engineering and scientific companies, colleges, and many more. Coverage includes: 

	
    Enterprise-class NNM deployment planning: requirements, operations agreements, hardware sizing and selection, piloting, and beyond 

    
	
    Staffing, training, management domains, and organizing network management for maximum efficiency 

    
	
    Deploying reliable, accurate, consistent and manageable Domain Name Services 

    
	
    Autodiscovering your network, refining the results to reflect your topology, and working with network maps 

    
	
    NNM day-to-day maintenance, event and performance management, optimization, and problem-solving

    


From day-to-day administration to long-term strategies, security to cross-platform issues, John Blommers delivers specific answers you can rely upon to maximize the value of OpenView NNM—and your entire enterprise network. 
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Manual of Forensic TaphonomyCRC Press, 2013

	Forensic taphonomy is the study of the postmortem changes to human remains, focusing largely on environmental effectsâ€•including decomposition in soil and water and interaction with plants, insects, and other animals. While other books have focused on subsets such as forensic botany and entomology, Manual of Forensic Taphonomy is...
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Business Modeling and Data Mining (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Data Management Systems)Morgan Kaufmann, 2003

	Following a seminar presentation, a member of the audience approached me to follow up on a point I had addressed. He explained that he worked in a bank, and also taught a graduate-level data mining course. He asked if I had any advice about how to turn the business description of a problem into a form that could be answered...
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Side Bias: A Neuropsychological PerspectiveSpringer, 2000

	`Rather than being an esoteric aspect of brain function, lateralization is a fundamental characteristic of the vertebrate brain essential to a broad range of neural and behavioral processes.' Professor Lesley J. Rogers, Chapter 1 of Side Bias: A Neuropsychological Perspective. This volume contains 14 chapters from a...
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Secrets of the Cat: Its Lore, Legend, and LivesHarper Perennial, 2010

	What is really going on behind those luminous feline eyes?


	Affectionate yet aloof, intelligent and inquisitive yet dangerously careless, the more-or-less domesticated house cat intrigues us as no other animal can. Now Barbara Holland offers cat lovers a fascinating, funny, and refreshingly candid look at their feline companions:...
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Improving Surveys with Paradata: Analytic Uses of Process InformationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Explore the practices and cutting-edge research on the new and exciting topic of paradata


	Paradata are measurements related to the process of collecting survey data.


	Improving Surveys with Paradata: Analytic Uses of Process Information is the most accessible and comprehensive contribution to this up-and-coming  area...
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Passing the PMP® Exam: How to Take It and Pass ItPrentice Hall, 2005
This book uses the PMBOK Guide, Third Edition, so that all information is up to date for the new PMP examination.

Don't just take the PMP® exam: Pass it, the first time!

Less than 50% of PMP exam candidates...
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